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General Equipment
 Starfleet crews have an abundance of tools at their disposal, 
from sophisticated hand-held computers and scanners, to powerful, 
long-range communication devices, to miraculous medical technology.  
Survival in the numerous alien environments through which the Federa-
tion explores requires these advanced implements.  What follows is only 

the most basic catalogue of goods available to Starfleet crew.
Communicator

able to transmit from the surface of a planet to their orbiting starship with ease.  A 
signal relay tranceiver can boost their communication range to 26,000 km.  Com-
municators also carry a Universal Translator, a sophisticated communications 
computer that interprets and translates alien languages, and enabling ease of 
aaaa

Starship Security

PADD

 Aboard ship, Starfleet crew members can use 
intercoms for personal or duty-related communications.  
Away teams, however, require the use of remote communica-
tions devices aptly called communicators.  These small, flip-
top units are approximately the size of a deck 21st century cell 
phone and are, in fact, quite similar.
 Communicators have an inherent range of 300 km, 

Game Mechanics:  Commu-
nicators enable long-range, 
instantaneous communication 
across multiple zones.  They 
translate nearly any known 
dialect.  Languages spoken by 
first contact species may go 
untranslated, at the GM’s 
discretion.
Granted Aspects:  TRACKING 
SIGNAL (P), which can be used 
by transporter operators.

communication.  A communicators’ Universal Trans-
lator can hold up to 120 languages, translating them 
into Federation Standard.  Communicators are 
equipped with a miniature 3-tetrapixel holographic 
recorder that can record up to two hours worth of 
three-dimensional imagery and sound.  Zoom 
capability and resolutions are limited, but they are 
useful at close ranges.  Finally, all communicators are 
outfitted with a signal transmitter keyed to a starship’s 
sensors and transporter system, identifying location 
and making rapid transportation much easier.

 Personal Access Display Devices (known 
as PADDs) are small tablet computers about the 
size of a novel.  Designed for data display and 
readability, they have limited access to a starship’s 

are also handy in organizing calendar events, tracking 
contact information, and providing entertainment.  
PADDs include an 8-tetrapixel holographic recorder that 
can record up to six hours of three-dimensional imagery 
and sound.

Granted Aspects:  The 
PADD grants an appropri-
ate Aspect based on the 
pertinent data currently 
downloaded.  For example, 
DETROIT-CLASS STARSHIP 
BLUEPRINTS, or ANDORIAN 
CULTURAL CUSTOMS.

library as well as rudimen-
tary text-based communi-
cation programs.  They 
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Tricorder
 Starfleet’s ubiquitous research device, 
the tricorder is a hand-held environmental 
scanner.  Compact, sensitive, and accurate, the 
tricorder is a receptive device, linked with a 
starship’s library, that detects and identifies 

 
Tactical Duty Station

Sickbay

absolutely necessary, Starfleet doctors have the tools, such as the biobed, needed 
to accomplish nearly any task.
Medical Kit

chemical, energy, geological, and metallurgical phenom-
ena within its vicinity.

Game Mechanics:  General use tricroders 
have a maximum range of 1.5 km, although 
readings at that range are vague and 
approximate, only.  Accurate and quantita-
tive readings must be within 200m.  
Specialized tricorders are more sensitive, 
but are limited to 50m.  Tricorders are 
excellent Assessment tools, enabling 
Assessments from a distance.  As desired, 
the GM may impose an escalating penalty 
based on range.
Granted Aspects:  General use tricorders 
grant ENVIRONMENT SCANNER (P).  Specialized 
tricorders grant ENGINEERING SCANNER (P) or 
MEDICAL SCANNER (P).

 There are several types of 
tricorder.  The general tricorder is designed 
to register a broad range of signatures, 
while the more focused engineering or 
medical tricorders are focused on 
substances related to their field.
 Tricorders are standard-issue for 
any away team.  Whether analyzing alien 
terrain or detecting potential hostile life 
around them, tricorders offer an invaluable 
array of sensors that greatly enhances any 
away team’s chances of mission success.

Game Mechanics:  Sickbay 
greatly accelerates healing and 
recovery.  Any consequence 
dealt with in sickbay recovers 
as if one consequence 
categorry lower.  Moderates 
are recovered in minutes, 
Severe (P) in a single day, and 
so forth.  Recovery rolls must 
still be made, and a trained 
practitioner’s attention is 
required.

 Medical equipment aboard 
Starfleet vessels borders on the 
miraculous when it comes to healing 
and recovery of crew injuries and 
diseases.  Lacerations, even broken 
bones, can be repaired in minutes.  
Surgeries are as uninvasive as 
possible, utilizing remote nanite 

surgical probes whenever possible.  Even without 
such amazing tools, when an invasive surgery is 

 Essentially a portable sickbay, Starfleet 
standard-issue medical kits are designed to keep 
away teams functional until the greivously injured 
can be transported back to sickbay.  In theory, they 
have everything a trained physician needs to treat a 
crew member in the field.  Of course, theory can fall 

Game Mechanics:  
Moderate  injuries 
or diseases are 
recovered as Mild.  
Granted Aspects:  
The medical kit 
grants the MEDICAL 
KIT Aspect. short in practice.  Medical kits contain a medical tricorder, laser 

scalpels, hypospray, and hypospray ampules in a rugged field kit.
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Hypospray
 Starfleet medical personnel use 
hyposprays to inject drugs, medical nanoprobes, 
and serums into patients.  The device generates a 
stream of compressed air that forces the medica-
tion painlessly through the patient’s clothing and 

skin.  Hyposprays hold one ampule, and each ampule contains enough for ten 
applications. 

Communicator

Other Equipment
 What follows is a sample catalogue of equipment that is best repre-
sented, mechanically, through Aspects only.  This list is meant as an example and 
inspiration to other technology that could, theoretically, exist within Starfleet.
Item   Description  Granted Aspect
Antigravity Lifter  Heavy object lifting tool WEIGHT NEGATOR

Away-Team Camera Mission logging device HOLOGRAPHIC RECORDER

Breather   Oxygen breather  PORTABLE OXYGEN MASK

Chameleon Suit  Stealth suit  CHAMELEON SUIT

Disguise Kit  Disguise kit  DISGUISE KIT

Engineering Kit  Kit with tools for repair ENGINEERING KIT

Gill Pack   Breathe underwater AQUATIC RESPIRATION

Gravitic Calipers  Regulates plasma flow GRAVITON FIELD ROUTER 
Hyperspanner  EPS repairs  ENGINEERING TOOL

Isolation Suit  Sensor-fooling suit SENSOR REDIRECTOR

Magnetic Probe  Regulate warp flow WARP CORE TOOL

Night Glasses  Can see in near darkness LOW-LIGHT VISION

Pattern Enhancers Enhances transporters TRANSPORTER BOOSTER

Plasma Torch  Cuts & fuses most metals UNIVERSAL CUTTING TOOL

Powered Binoculars Vision magnification ZOOM-CAPABLE VISION

Transport Inhibitor Blocks transporters TRANSPORTER INHIBITOR

Vacuum Suit  Sealed spacewalking suit SEALED ENVIRONMENT SUIT

Game Mechanics:  Hyposprays are an excellent tool to assist in delivering maneuvers.  Used on 
patients, they could apply maneuvers like ANESTHETIZED, HEALING ACCELERATOR, or IMMUNIZATION BOOSTER.  
Against potential hostiles, the hypospray could deliver maneuvers like SEDATED or INJECTED HALLUCINO-

GEN.  The operator will need to Declare the drug or serum a specific ampule is intended to contain.  
The Declared Aspect can be tagged to aid in injection or to bolster the maneuver’s effect, as desired.  
Application of the maneuver is Agility-based on an actively resisting target, but could be either 
Knowledge- or Reason-based against a restrained or willing subject.
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Weaponry
 The galaxy is filled with a myriad of sentient lifeforms, nearly all 
of which are capable of varying degrees of violence.  Warfare is common 
and personal crime even more prevalent.  There are many weapons that 
are universal to all cultures, although their exact appearance may vary.  
Likewise, some cultures have introduced very unique and distinctive 

weaponry, such as the Klingon bat’leth or Vulcan lirpa.

Melee  Weapon Granted 
Weapon Rating  Aspect   Notes
Bat’leth  +3  DUAL WEAPON, HEAVY (P) Klingon sword
D’k tahg  +1  SPRING-LOADED BLADES Klingon dagger
Knife  +1  SMALL (P)  Thrown 1 zone
Lirpa  +2  DUAL WEAPON, HEAVY (P) Vulcan polearm
Mace  +2  HEAVY (P)  Bashing weapon
Reinforced
Knuckles  +0  SUCKER PUNCH  Brawling weapon 
Spear  +2  REACH (P)  Thrown 1 zone
Hand weapon +2  None   Covers ax, rapier,
       saber, sword  
       (mek’leth), etc. 
Heavy hand
weapon  +3  HEAVY (P)  Covers battle ax,  
       great sword, etc. 

 

SPRING-LOADED BLADES:  The weapon has blades that pop out at a switch.  Invoked 
for additional damage.
SUCKER PUNCH:  The weapon can deliver an unexpectedly powerful unarmed blow.

The following list can easily be 
further detailed with the inclusion 
of additional Aspects.  Common 
examples are BALANCED, MONOFILA-

MENT, or UNFOLDING.  Flash and 
style could be added via OMINOUS 
REPUTATION or “DIPLOMATIC TOOL”.

 The following melee weaponry depicts a 
generic cross-section with few specifics.  It should, 
however, provide more than enough to begin play, 
as well as provide ample inspiration.  Rating is 
added to the attack result with the final total deter-
mining damage (typically Physical Stress).

Aspect Definitions
DUAL WEAPON:  The weapon has a hamful implement at either end.  
This could be invoked for accuracy or extra damage.
HEAVY (P):  The weapon is heavy.  Only one may be wielded.  
Tagged for additional damage or compelled for slow swings.
REACH (P):  The weapon is longer than most.  It can make attacks 
further away but is of limited use against body-to-body combat.
SMALL (P):  The weapon is smaller than most.  Can be concealed.
Limited use against larger weapons, but useful in close combat.
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Ranged Weapons
 Throughout the galaxy there are numerous ranged weapons, 
although the age of primitive kinetic kill weaponry is evident only on 
backwater worlds.  Energy weapons, due primarily to their versatility and 
ease of use, are the weapon of choice, with pistols often being the 
standard sidearm.

 Before getting into weapon specifics, a few general characteristics need 
to be addressed:  attack mode, mode of fire, weapon rating, range, and Aspects.
Attack Mode:  Ranged weapons have at least one attack mode --  either lethal or 
stun.  Some weapons, particularly the more advanced, have both.  Exotic weapons 
possess other modes, such as restrain or weaken.
Mode of Fire:  Every ranged weapon has a mode of fire.  For most ranged weap-
ons this is a single shot -- an arrow, bullet, or energy bolt.  Some weapons are 
capable of rapid fire, and a few are capable of explosive force, making use of a 
detonation-mode.
Weapon Rating:  Each ranged weapon also has a weapon rating (WR) which 
indicates a general level of stopping power and penetration.  By default this is 
considered physical Stress.  Any deviation from this is listed.  Weapon ratings are 
added to the result of the attack roll, but only if the attack is successful.
Range:  Ranged weapons are, by their very nature, given a range value, expressed 
in abstract zones.  This is the weapon’s accurate range.   They may be fired one 
zone further at a -2 penalty to the accuracy of their attack.
Aspects:  Finally, each firearm may possess none, one, or more Aspects.  These 
may represent inherent traits, weapon settings, attachments, and other extras that 
somehow enhance or limit (or both) the weapon’s capabilities.
Attack Modes
Lethal:  This inflicts the weapon’s damage rating in physical Stress (unless other-
wise indicated).
Restrain:  This is a ranged grapple attack, most often avoided with an Agility roll 
against the resulting “damage” of the attack.  This mode can be used to indicate 
a mental paralysis weapon by altering the resisting ability roll to Willpower.  
Restricted action(s), if they differ from a standard grapple, are detailed in the 
weapon’s description.

Weaken:  This diminishes a target’s capacity in some regard, often resisted with 
the very Ability they reduce.  “Damage” reduces the affected Ability point-for-
point.  Weaken effects recover similarly to consequences; up to three points of 
weaken “heal” at the end of a scene, while four or five take a about a day, six or 
seven last roughly a week, and eight or more persist for about a month.

Stun Results
“Damage” vs. 
Endurance
4+:  INCAPACITATED

1-3:  STUNNED

0 or less:  None

Stun:  This is an incapacitating attack that inflicts minimal 
trauma.  Resolve the attack as normal, but compare “damage” 
against the target’s Endurance.  Remaining result points deter-
mine the severity of the stun.  An INCAPACITATED Aspect persists 
for 5 minutes, less one minute for each point of Endurance.
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Modes of Fire
Autofire:  Some weapons are capable of producing a barrage of projec-
tiles, riddling a target with shots, or laying “suppressive fire” over an area 
and forcing opponents to keep their heads down or get shot.  Without a 
Fate Point, autofire is a descriptive attack that has no actual game 
mechanic.  By spending a Fate Point on an autofire-capable attack, 

however, the attacker has the option of either increasing their attack roll or their 
resulting damage by +3.
 Laying suppressive fire likewise requires a Fate Point, and places a block 
against actions that would expose the target to attack.  Remaining behind cover to 
repair, prepare, or plan is unaffected, but attempting to move, return fire, or other 
similar actions trigger the block.  Because the block is against multiple action 
types and applied across the target zone, there is no bonus from the suppressive 
fire-required Fate Point.  Other Aspects and Advantages can be applied, as usual.
 Finally, whether a Fate Point was spent on the autofire attack or not, any 
autofire-capable weapon that successfully attacks with a Spin result places the 
FOCUSED FIRE fragile Aspect on the target.  This can be tagged for a bonus to 
accuracy or damage.
Beam:  Certain ranged energy weapons are capable of producing a sustained line 
of fire effect, called a beam.  A successful beam attack that results in a Spin result 
places the LOCKED ON fragile Aspect on the target.  This can be tagged for a bonus 
to accuracy or damage.
Explosive:  A few, rare weapons are capable of delivering an attack of explosive 
force.  Utilization of such attacks require the invoking of the weapon’s DETONATION 
Aspect.  Doing so, in addition to all other benefits inherent to invoking an Aspect, 
inflicts the weapon’s resulting damage over the entire target zone.  Weapons that 
have a Explosive mode of fire with a number have a larger area of effect and effect 
the indicated number of zones.
Single Shot:  The most common mode of ranged weapon fire is single shot.  It 
is known by a variety of names:  blast, bolt, shot, or something similar.  There are 
no modifiers, positive or negative, for single shot mode of fire weapons, although 
it may be modified by Aspects, as usual.
Weapon Rating
 A ranged weapon’s potential power and penetration is summed up by 
Weapon Rating, an abstracted value indicating the efficiency and potency of the 
weapon.  Since Weapon Rating is applied to a successful attack result, it has no 
bearing on accuracy.  Weapon Ratings vary from weapon to weapon, but typically 
fall within a +0 to +6 range.  Aspects, as typical, can adjust this in either direction.
Range
 Ranged weapons attack targets at a distance.  This distance is kept to an 
abstracted range listed by zones.  As mentioned earlier, this range is considered 
the weapon’s accurate range, but an attack could be made at one zone further at 
a -2 penalty.
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Aspects
 What follows is a list of typical weapon Aspects.  However, in a 
diverse galaxy there are, undoubtedly, others.  Weapons that possess 
multiple Aspects may be freely changed or used simultaneously, as 
desired and Fate Points can cover.  Several Aspects are very general in 
nature and, as such, should not be pigeonholed narratively.  Therefore, 

they could appear under a wide variety of names and are marked with an astrisk.  
If an Aspect is particularly prominent, change it to a persistent (P) Aspect.
ACCURATE*:  Invoke to overcome cover, range, and difficulties associated wtih 
pinpoint accuracy.
BULKY:  Large and unwieldy, compel this to occasionally hinder the wielder’s move-
ment, concealment, or other like factors.
COMPRESSION:  Invoke to impart extra force on the attack, staggering, or even knock-
ing back, the target.
DETONATION:  Invoke to explode up to ten cubic meters of rock, with less material 
of higher density exploding, as appropriate.  This cannot be invoked while using 
the stun attack mode.
DISINTEGRATION:  Invoke to potentially disintegrate any target not protected by a 
force field, or some other energy deflection/reflection defense (consequence-
appropriate, of course).  This cannot be invoked while using the stun attack mode.
FRAGILE:  Compel this to break or temporarily disable the weapon due to delicate 
components, shoddy craftsmanship, or some other fragile factor.
GLUTTON:  Compel this to run out of ammunition, bullets, energy packs, or 
whatever, at dramatically appropriate moments.
HEAVY (P):  This is a cumbersome weapon to wield and may never be dual wielded.  
It is typically deployed with a bi- or tripod brace.
HEAVY STUN:  Invoke to ensure a target is incapacitated.  This increases the 
duration of the stun attack mode by +2; the base becomes seven minutes rather 
than five.  This is the stun setting for use against Klingons.
OVERKILL*:  Invoke to boost the weapon’s damage.  While grossly powered, this is 
also an easy Aspect to compel; it’s effects are rarely clean and never subtle.
PENETRATING*:  Invoke to punch through a target’s defenses.
SHOTGUN:  Invoke for extra damage up close; compel for reduced damage at range.
SLOW:  Compel this due to increased reload or charge time to inhibit rapid attacks.
SMALL:  Invoke this to easily hide the weapon or make a surprise attack.
THERMAL:  Invoke to impart a great deal of energy that heats/ignites appropriate 
materials.  This produces severe burns when used on flesh.
UNRELIABLE:  Compel this to have the weapon jam, cables to disengage, or other-
wise perform unreliably.
VAPORIZATION:  Invoke to potentially disintegrate soft targets (cloth, flesh and bone, 
etc.).  This, like DISINTEGRATION, is consequence-appropriate.  This typically results 
in a messy, instant incineration of the target.  This cannot be invoked while using 
the stun attack mode.
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Kinetic Projectiles
 From longbows to hunting rifles, projectile weaponry has a long 
history among many species throughout the galaxy.  Many prefer energy 
weapons for their ease of use, power, and transportability.  Kinetic projec-
tiles still have a place amongst backwater planets and primitive societies.  

Kinetic  Attack Fire 
Projectile Mode Mode WR Range Aspects  
Stun Gun Stun Single +0 1 zone SMALL

Bow/Crossbow Lethal Single +1 2 zones None
Light Pistol Lethal Single +1 1 zone SMALL

Heavy Crossbow Lethal Single +2 2 zones LARGE

Pistol  Lethal Single +2 2 zones None
SMG  Lethal Autofire +2 2 zones None
Heavy Pistol Lethal Single +3 2 zones BULKY

Shotgun  Lethal Single +3 2 zones LARGE, SHOTGUN

Assault Rifle Lethal Autofire +3 3 zones LARGE

Rifle  Lethal Single +3 3 zones LARGE

Sniper Rifle Lethal Single +4 4 zones ACCURATE, LARGE

Machine Gun Lethal Autofire +4 3 zones HEAVY (P)
Energy Weapons
 Nearly every starfarring culture brings its own energized implements of 
destruction to the war table, however they can be divided into one of five types:  
agonizers, disruptors, exotics, lasers, and phasers.

Agonizers:  These weapons cause injury without leaving 
external physical evidence.  Whether via neural pain induc-
tion, molecular rearrangement or excitation, or some other 
form of exotic trauma, the ultimate result is pain and suffer-
ing without visible wounds.  Most agonizers are beam 
weapons, limited in range, and inflict composure Stress.Ferengi Agonizer

Disruptors:  As evidenced by many cultures, including 
Cardassians, Klingons, Orions, and Romulans, disrup-
tors are the most prolific weapons in the galaxy.  Despite 
their myriad forms, there are two basic varieties:  pistol 
and rifle.  There are, of course, more subtle variations on 
model, make, user prefere and the like, but nearly all of 

Klingon Disruptor 
Pistol

these are cosmetic.  Disruptors are capable of both 
stun (concussion and neural shock) and lethal 
(thermal conduction) attack modes.  Most are 
single fire; beam disruptors are very rare, although 
pulse (autofire) disruptors are easy enough to Romulan Disruptor Rifle

locate -- often in the hands of Orion pirates.  Disruptors are brutal, efficient, and 
comparable to phasers in many ways, and are available outside of the black market.
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Exotics:  This catch-all category covers everything else not presented, 
from gravitic emission guns to mental coercion emitters.  Their attack 

weapon is given its own details.
Lasers:  Laser weapons are the most primitive energy weapons and are perceived 
as only a slight step above kinetic projectile weaponry.  Nevertheless, they can still 
aa

Phasers:  Starfleet’s signature weapon, the phaser, is an icon of the Federation’s 

output.  The Type III phaser rifle is the largest and most powerful phaser weapon 
on the modern battlefield.  Photon artillery may deliver more raw energy, but can- 

beam weapons.  
Phaser Settings (and the means to acheive them)
 The first six phaser settings are available on all phaser types.  Phaser 
settings seven thru eleven are limited to Type II and III phasers; setting twelve thru 
twenty are restricted to Type III phasers.  

and fire modes, as well as 
characteristics, are too 
varied to be generalized.  
When appropriate, each Hirogen Gravitic Snare

be found as antiques and curiosities among collectors, or 
in the hands of those either unable to afford any better, or 
having just discovered energy weapons themselves.  
Lasers are short range beam weapons; their beams are 
easily disrupted by water vapor found in breathable atmo-
spheres.  Additionally, they are gluttonous weapons 
concerning battery consumption.Laser Pistol

diversity, ingenuity, and power.  They are the most advanced 
energy weapon produced by a recognized, known culture.  As 
such, Starfleet guards their technology jealously, are continu-
ously working to upgrade existing models, as well as keeping 
their designs ahead of black market resellers and the reverse 
engineering of creative and talented weaponsmiths.

Type I Phaser

 Starship weapons excluded, there are three 
types of phasers:  Type I, Type II, and Type III.  The 
small, compact, and easily concealed Type I phaser is 
also called a palm phaser and is about the size of a 
communicator.  The larger, suitably more powerful 
Type II phaser pistol serves as the standard Starfleet 
sidearm for security teams.  The Type I phaser rests in 
a cradle in the Type II body, which amplifies energy 

Type II Phaser

not match the pinpoint accuracy of 
the Type III. 
 All phasers are freely 
capable of alternating between lethal 
and stun attack modes, and all are Type III Phaser
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 The following settings are emulated via attack mode and Aspect 
invocation.  The more powerful settings require an ever escalating 
number of Fate Points due to their impact on stories; this is particularly 
the case for area effect attacks that potentially target multiple foes.

   Attack Aspect(s)
Setting   Mode Invoked Notes
Phasers Type I, II, and III
1)  Stun   Stun None  Default setting
2)  Heavy Stun  Stun HEAVY STUN  Recommended Klingon stun 
3)  Light Thermal A  Stun THERMAL  Minor burns, sets fires/warms  
      rocks
4)  Light Thermal B  Stun HEAVY STUN and Burns, warms steel
    THERMAL

5)  Thermal  Lethal None  Standard “harm” setting
6)  Heavy Thermal  Lethal THERMAL  Burn thru 10cm rock in 30 secs 

Phasers II and III
7)  Light Disrupt A  Lethal VAPORIZATION Weakest vaporization setting
8)  Light Disrupt B  Lethal THERMAL and Vaporizes unprotected “soft” 
    VAPORIZATION targets
9)  Disrupt A  Lethal DISINTEGRATION Weakest disintegration setting
10)  Disrupt B  Lethal DISINTEGRATION and Disintegrates most targets not
    THERMAL  protected by force fields
11)  Disrupt C  Lethal DISINTEGRATION,  Powerful disintegration setting
    THERMAL, and 
    VAPORIZATION

Phaser III
12)  Crowd Control A  Stun DETONATION  Weakest crowd control setting
13)  Crowd Control B  Stun DETONATION and Potent crowd control setting
    HEAVY STUN

14)  Crowd Control C  Stun DETONATION, Most powerful crowd control 
    HEAVY STUN, and setting
    THERMAL

15)  Thermal Burst A  Lethal DETONATION  Lethal crowd control setting
16)  Thermal Burst B  Lethal DETONATION and Potent lethal crowd control
    THERMAL  setting
17)  Heavy Disrupt A  Lethal DETONATION and Weakest heavy disrupt setting,
    VAPORIZATION explodes 1 cubic meter of rock
18)  Heavy Disrupt B  Lethal DETONATION and Potent heavy disrupt setting,
    DISINTEGRATION explodes 5 cubic meters of rock
19)  Heavy Disrupt C  Lethal DETONATION,  Powerful heavy disrupt setting,
    DISINTEGRATION, and explodes 10 cubic meters of rock
    THERMAL

20)  Heavy Disrupt D  Lethal DETONATION, Most powerful phaser setting
    DISINTEGRATION,  available in man-portable  
    THERMAL, and weaponry, explodes 50 cubic  
    VAPORIZATION meters of rock
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  Attack Fire
Weapon Mode Mode WR Range Aspects/Notes
Agonizer  Lethal Beam +2 1 zone Composure damage; 
      AGONY INTENSIFIER (OVERKILL)
Disruptor Pistol S/L Shot +4 2 zones DISINTEGRATION and THERMAL

Disruptor Rifle S/L Shot +6 3 zones DISINTEGRATION, THERMAL, and
      VAPORIZATION

Assault Disruptor S/L Autofire +4 2 zones DISINTEGRATION and THERMAL

Heavy Assault 
Disruptor  S/L Autofire +6 3 zones DISINTEGRATION, THERMAL, and  
      VAPORIZATION

Laser Pistol Lethal Beam +2 1 zone THERMAL

Laser Rifle  Lethal Beam +4 2 zones THERMAL

Backbreaker Pistol Weaken Shot +2 2 zones Reduces Endurance or inflicts  
      physical Stress; THERMAL

Compression Rifle Lethal Shot +4 2 zones COMPRESSION

Gravitic Snare Restrain Beam +2 2 zones Resisted by Strength
Puppet Pistol Weaken Beam +2 1 zone Reduces Willpower or inflicts
      composure Stress
Tangler Pistol Restrain Shot +2 1 zone Resisted by Agility
Phaser, Type I S/L Beam +2 0 zones DISINTEGRATION, HEAVY STUN, and  
      THERMAL

Phaser, Type II S/L Beam +4 2 zones DISINTEGRATION, HEAVY STUN,  
      THERMAL, and VAPORIZATION

Phaser, Type III S/L Beam +6 4 zones DETONATION, DISINTEGRATION, HEAVY     
      STUN, THERMAL, and VAPORIZATION

Grenade, Concussion Stun Shot +4 2 zones DETONATION

Grenade, Force Stun Shot +4 2 zones COMPRESSION & DETONATION

Greande, Fragment Lethal Shot +4 2 zones DETONATION

Grenade, Photon Lethal Shot +4 2 zones DETONATION & THERMAL

Isomagnetic 
Disintegrator Lethal Shot +6 3 zones DETONATION & DISINTEGRATION

Photon Mortar Lethal Shot +8 5 zones DETONATION & THERMAL

**Key:  S/L = Stun or Lethal settings; Aspects with ampersand (&) must all be utilized and paid for.

Puppet Pistol

Andorian Compression
Rifle

Isomagnetic
Disintegrator

Orion Assault
Disruptor Tangler

Pistol

Grenade

Backbreaker
pistol
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Armor
 Heavily armored soldiers broadcasts generally aggressive 
notions, a behavior the Federation avoids.  Additionally, the amount of 
power the various factions can field with their energy weapons makes 
armor little more than a heavy suit.  That said, however, some measure of 

protection is afforded every member of the crew via their uniform.  Heavier 
armors are available, just as there are weapons more powerful than the Type II 
phaser, for specific situations, although they are never issued without great 
thought and consideration.
 Armor provides its wearer a line of Stress boxes and a single Mild conse-
quence.  These Stress boxes are always marked off prior to the wearer taking 
damage.  The same goes for the consequence, which is always ARMOR DAMAGED.  
The moment this consequence is taken the armor is no longer effective.  The 
consequence can be compelled to hinder movement, provide the enemy an attack 
at a vital location, and similar occurrences.
Starfleet Uniform:  Starfleet’s uniform is made of cut-resistant, energy damp-
ening fabric designed for comfort.  It is not intended to be a battle armor, but it 
can make the difference between life and death.  It provides one box of Stress in 
addition to the standard Mild consequence.  Each Starfleet starship sports differ-
ent uniforms, often decided by the ship’s captain, officers, and/or crew.
Combat Armor:  Worn by Klingons during most conflicts and Starfleet security 
when preparred for heavy conflict.  It is made up of impact-deflecting plates, cut-
resistant material, and potent energy dampeners.  It is heavier than Starfleet’s 
uniform fabric, but still manageable on the battlefield.  It provides three boxes of 
Stress in addition to the standard Mild consequence.
Heavy Battle Armor:  Worn by various species, this is the heaviest known 
armors worn.  It is similar to combat armor, but sturdier still.  It provides five 
boxes of Stress in addition to the standard Mild consequence.
Portable Force Field Generator:  Requiring time to set up, a portable force 
field generator can provide significant protection to an area, although it is immo-
bile.  Once activated, a portable force field generator’s deflection shield provides 
ten boxes of Stress in addition to the standard Mild consequence, and covers an 
area no larger than five square meters (about a zone).
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